
RBS is committed to reducing the environmental impact of serving our customers. We have targeted four key areas: carbon emissions, waste
generation, water and paper use. We are also engaging our stakeholders on environmental issues, both internally and in our supply chain, to
encourage wider change.

 
Aligning with climate science
 
In setting our carbon emissions reduction target we wanted to show ambition, and align our targets with the goals set out by the Paris
Agreement and the UK government’s climate goals. We used a science-based method to set our 45% reduction target by 2020. The table
below details our other environmental targets:

 
Furthering our ambition
 
We are currently working to set our post-2020 targets. Our science-based targets will help us to further our decarbonisation in line with the
requirements of the Paris Agreement set to limit climate change to below 2°C. We are also taking the positive impacts of the circular economy
for the environment into consideration. We are considering aligning our targets with both the UK Government 25 year Environment Plan and
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs). We will publish this in due course.

Benchmarking our environmental performance 

RBS has achieved a ‘Leadership’ category listing of A- in the CDP index for the past 3 years, meaning we are one of the best performing
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banks in the UK. 

RBS was also Highly Commended at the 2018 Ethical Corporation Awards, for showing leadership on climate change, both in our
investments and for our internal action on our emissions.

2018 environmental performance 
 
The table below details our progress towards our 2020 targets. (*)

View our 2018 environmental footprint
[PDF 42KB]



Read RBSG Re-baseline and
Restatement Policy 2015 [PDF 557KB]
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(*)Limited assurance provided by Ernst & Young LLP.
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Annual Results 2018
(PDF, size 441KB)
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Modern Slavery Act (PDF 118KB)
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